—
Transport infrastructure operators can enjoy
significant savings in operations and maintenance.
Asset performance management makes it happen.

Transportation organizations need to
understand and gain control of:

Risk-based planned
outage work

OpEx & CapEx
budgets

Digital
transformation

Reliability & available
infrastructure

Collection,
consolidation &
automation of
disparate data

Business challenges
Sustainability

The EU is investing over €117 million in 39 key
transport projects that will help build missing
connections across the continent, while focusing
on sustainable transport modes.2

Aging infrastructure

European governments spend 50-70%
of their transportation infrastructure
budget on maintaining or replacing
aging systems.1

Transitioning workforce

~30% of the UK’s rail industry
workforce is over the age of 50.3

Reliability

Risk

There is increasing pressure to
continually improve reliability
and passenger satisfaction.

Cost

Avoid > Manage

Minimize > Optimize

Spending justification

Continued revenue challenges and
regulatory inspection will drive Totex
focus and cost constraints.

Performance

Asset information overload

Meet > Beat

Passenger expectations of
“engagement” are changing. By 2021,
25B devices (not counting smartphones,
tablets or computers) will be connected
to the IoT.4

Cybersecurity

Attacks on critical infrastructure are increasing in regularity
and sophistication. Meanwhile, the number of unfilled
cybersecurity roles is expected to reach 1.5 million by the
end of 2020.5

Opportunity

Transform your network with a fleet- and route-wide analytics
platform to improve processes through risk-based optimization

Reactive

Predictive

Manual

Automated

Information
silos

Holistic
actions

Asset performance management with ABB

Improve decisions and response times with predictive analytics
• Expert models (ABB, third party)
• Statistical models (Azure® machine learning)

All data sources: sensors,
historian, databases, EAM

CONNECT / COLLECT

ANALYZE / PREDICT

CONTINUOUS OPTIMIZATION AND IMPROVEMENT

TRACK

ACT

INFORM / PRESCRIBE

Enterprise asset and work management

Advanced operational business intelligence

Results and benefits
Identify risks early
so they can be
reliably resolved
or mitigated

Facilitate the
adoption of accepted
industry standards
such as ISO

Make moreinformed long-term
investment decisions

Replace time-based
maintenance with
condition-based
maintenance for costeffective reliability

Enable riskoptimized
maintenance
schedules

Case study: leading mobility and logistics provider
700

daily long-distance
rail services

340K

20+

passengers
per day

years in
operation

R E S U LT S
Optimized maintenance:
Prognostic reports enabled
digital and cost-optimal
scheduling and scoping of
wheelset maintenance for
the entire fleet.

Extended asset life:
Through smarter management of
wear-down risk versus safety margins,
operators were able to utilize the full
operational life of wheelsets instead
of retiring them prematurely.

Enhanced reliability & safety:
Early detection of critical conditions
helped mitigate the risks of unexpected
wheelset wear-down, which could result
in service interruptions or regulatory
penalties from safety violations.

Learn more
—
ABB Asset Performance Management (APM) is designed to provide health and
performance insights to prevent critical asset failures while optimizing asset lifecycle
costs. Find out what it can do for you!

—
Visit the ABB APM website

—
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